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Dear Council Members,
This is my red dot letter to be submitted and discussed during the Workshop in the Public Communications
portion of the meeting this Saturday.
The Tree view blockage issue has been a challenging one for years in Del Mar. We all love the trees and
forested ambiance of our city.
The trees (Torrey Pines) at issue are on both public and private land. In the big picture to just start a discussion
or action regarding tree view blockage you have to go thru overwhelming steps, codes, fees, submission of
documents, hearing, appeals, which is an overly cumbersome and bureaucratic process to prove the trees are
overgrown and blocking views or are sick.
We need to review the process to make it easier and more accessible for residents to voice their concerns
regarding tree view blockage and the steps to trim, prune, or even cut down trees. We need to simplify these
steps and remove red tape and create a simple more resident friendly process.
People move to Del Mar because of the views, and the quaintness of the village, but as right now I have at least
40 to 50 unhappy del mar residents who feel this cumbersome process was put in place to deter them from ever
starting the process. I have photos and documents to prove the Trees have grown and been neglected and
blocking views, and impacting the values of properties. So we need to have an open discussion to make this
process of Tree View Blockage easier for our residents.
Thank you,
Angelina Negli
Angelina Neglia
angie.neglia@gmail.com
mobile (858) 945 8827
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I ask that the moderator of the discussion convey this message and that the group
consider whether the existing processes could be improved for the benefit of the
residents of Del Mar.

Dave Druker’s campaign slogan “Residents First” should be adopted by city
staff, especially in questions of code compliance. There is no reasonable path
for a resident to be heard in a complex compliance matter. Staff should not
shortcut their own internal procedures in handling a resident’s code
compliance matter. Their reports and testimony should be honest and free
from undue influence.
The resident should have some option other than taking a disputed staff ruling
to the City Council, where the City's procedure does not allow thorough
discussion of the problem prior to a Council ruling. If the resident feels that
the Council failed to understand the issues there is currently no alternative to
filing a lawsuit against the City.

Questions of the meanings of regulations and which rules
apply should be agreed upon here in Del Mar where we can
all benefit from the discussions. We should stay out of the
court system.
Here’s my ask:
Council should consider other ways to deal with complicated cases. One
method: an appointed ombudsman or an acceptable volunteer who would be
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charged with genuine listening, thoroughly understanding, proposing cures,
and avoiding residents' lawsuits against the City.

Residents first, please.
Respectfully,
Ken Olson
404 Torrey point Road
olson.ken@gmail.com
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